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All answers were compulsory.  89 responses received. 
 
 

Q1:  In which community do you live? 

 

  
 

 Other: 

 
 Marine Harvest (Scotland) Ltd. operates fish farming facilities at: Ardgour and Gorsten (on 
 A861), Guesechan and Slatach (Glenfinnan, A830), Achnasaul (Loch Arkaig, B8005), 
 Mucomir (Loch Lochy, B8004), and has several employees who live along Loch Eil A861 (5+), 
 Loch Eil A830 (4), Loch Arkaig B8005 (1) and Banavie to Gairlochy B8004 (3). 

 
 

Q2:  Do you run a business from this location? 
 

  
 



Q3:  What is your current broadband speed? (download) (You 
 can test your internet speed on http://www.speedtest.net/) 
 

  
 

  Other:  
  -  none still waiting for a connection. 
  -  3.3Mbps 
  -  no broadband 
  -  download 4.13mb/s upload 0.36 mb/s 
  -  150kbs 
  -  3.4 
  -  2.43 
  -  no access available at our address 
  -  We are on Twoway satellite system 
  -  4.30 mbps download speed with Avonline 
  -  up to 8 Mbps via satelite 
  -  2.7Mbps via pilot connection 
  -  have to use a mobile dongle as no broadband available 

 
 

Q4:  How much do you currently pay for your broadband 
 connection? 
 

 



 
  
Q5:  How would a faster internet connection affect your 
 life/business? Please give as much detail as possible. 
 

 -  any speed would do.  
    
 -  It would stop a lot of frustration when we skype with family abroad, as the connection is slow 
   
  -  It would improve everything we do. 
    
 -  I am interested in setting up a small business from home 
   
 - Have young children that would greatly benefit from online education tools. Gaming, social media and 
  video skyping to family abroad would all be greatly improved. Watch online broadcasting without  
  continual buffering would be fantastic. Improve the atmosphere in household when multiple devices 
  are connected as slow speeds cause friction. 
   
 - it would make things better. i use the internet for many things at home but sometimes you cant get 
  things done because it is so poor. 
   

 - we could see a tv broadcast from Hungary 
   
 -  It would make transactions, dowloads, skype and wifi less frustrating to use!! We currently have  
  satellite broadband, but there is always the delay that makes using the net in some cases impossible. 
    
 - It's very annoying having interruptions when trying to do simple tasks on email, etc. I feel strongly as 
  we are currently paying for something we're not getting and as the technology is there I feel it should 
  be available to all. 
  
 - would not 
 

 - not at all 
 

 - A faster connection would certainly take frustration out of our current situation. Waiting for e-mails with 
  attachments are really slow and some website are pathetically slow 
 
 - Would not spend so much time in front of the computer and everything would be so much faster 
 

 - speed up work/finance work/kids home work accessing music + video downloads 
 
 - it would save the paying extra for going over 10gb as downloading is so slow 
 

 - don't know 
 
 - Download stuff, make things less annoying 
 
 - It would allow a much more efficient ftp, which we use almost daily, but frustratingly slowly. Also  
  allowing to watch streamed material without encountering the "spinning disc of doom" 
 
 - Make it easier 
 
 - it would make using the internet a lot easier 
 
 - would be using it for leisure use 
 
 - much needed for my teaching job, e-mail and websites are increasingly being expected as a daily part 
  of the job 
 
 - I run a photography business, so I regularly upload orders for photographic prints. I can't always do 
  this when I need to and therefore my orders are sometimes delayed in getting to my customers 
 
 - don't know 
 
 - don't know 



 
 - more efficiency would help me to study faster & skype with better quality & shop online 
 
 - Easier business connection 
 
 - I could watch TV progs, shop online, download music, use larger files, use Skypp 
 
 - more convenient 
 
 - It would just make life easier and as we pay so much anyway, i think its wrong that we cant get the 
  speed  promised. I'm just a bit fed up being penalised for where we happen to live. 
 
 - we rely on an internet based dispatch system to pass us our daily recovery work. We also use Email 
  for most of our invoicing and daily contact from various automobile clubs which we work for so  
  having a faster  broadband connection would be extremely beneficial. 
 
 - We would be able to make full use of the Internet ie. live streaming, video clips, download catch up tv 
  that we can not do at current speed 
 
 - As a business we are continually improving the ways in which we communicate. This includes greater 
  use of  video and voice over IP (VoIP) solutions, We are also investing in the use of IP security  
  cameras at our sites to maintain the wellbeing of our livestock and safety of our employees. We also 
  wish to collect and centrally collaborate realtime water quality data from our facilities so that  
  management decicions can be made more  proactively. In addition to this, we would encourage the 
  ability of our employees to be able to work from home more efficiently, something which is not possible 
  at the moment where broadband services are either too sloe  or not available at all. 
 
 - As a registered disabled user a faster internet connection would open the world of the internet (iplayer, 
  films,  music etc) to me and therefore make the more things accesible to me. The speed of the  
  internet that we  actually have is too slow to run most internet based programs - therefore we are not 
  equal to less rural communities. 
 
 - the internet just does not work at this speed anymore it's moved on and left us behind 
 

 - Present broadband is slow and even slower in wet weather (cable runs along canal bank and will not 
  be upgrade with any future fibre optic cable upgrade from the Fort William exchange. Having access to 
  faster  broadband will reduce the time spent on the computer managing booking and facebook  
  pages/website. Web research will be quicker. Children will be able to use online study facilities and 
  help with reseach for school projects. 
 

 - It would make my life much easier having faster broadband as I wouldn't have to spent as much time 
  uploading product photos. It would also be easier to look through my business facebook page looking 
  for comments from my likers. I would also be able to view video clips before commenting on them 
 

 - Dramatically! I do a lot of videoing and would like to be able to upload and download HD videos from 
  Vimeo  and You Tube without the hours of waiting and buffering. We also like to use BBC iPlayer a lot 
  and download  films from Sky, both of which are very slow and sometimes impossible with slow  
  speeds. Even music downloads can be very slow. Finally we use Cloud Storage and this can be nearly 
  impossible with slow internet speeds. 
 
 - It would make it easier to do daily tasks. As we are older the slow connetion speed can be very  
  frustrating and off putting. Overall an improved service would be excellent and really appreciated in an 
  area where modern technology often suffers. 
 

 - Much more likely to use Internet than today - can be so frustrating when things are so slow that  
  sometimes you don't bother. 
 
 - An improved internet speed would have a variety of benefits for our household. The ability to work 
  from home and run a possible home business. Online Gaming would be stable and make for a more 
  peaceful household along with the ability to have multiple users on a variety of platforms such social 
  networking and videos/ TV. It would considerably improve our quality of life and also provide an  
  incentive to remain in the rural areas. If this project goes ahead it will have a big impact on my future 
  choice to remain in Ardgour. 
 

 - Would make life much easier as I am currently doing a degree which requires a substantial amount of 
  Internet use and downloads, which currently is very slow and tedious. 
 



 - It would allow me to watch TV programmes/films online without them stopping every couple of  
  minutes. 
 

 - would make life alot easier as we use the internet alot at home for different things. The children now 
  are using the laptop more and more for school. would also like to watc films on it but is far to slow at 
  up loading etc. 
 

 - probably not 
 

 - It would help me and my family greatly both in personal and buisness. by allowing us all to use the 
  internet at the same time without it continualy freezing.I would also allow us to order goods etc from 
  various wholesalers who we struggle to use at the moment because it takes to long to update the  
  order pages and at times we are not sure if our order has gone through because it has crashed. we 
  would also consider a web site for the buisness if we had a faster and more stable connection. We 
  would also use it to keep in contact with friends and relatives. 
 

 - It would make it possible to join the rest of the country enabling services like Netflix and bbc iplayer 
  etc. I spend my lunch time at work browsing as the speed at home is so slow. I also cannot uploads 
  photographs to  a service company unless I have hours. Advertising and managing the business  
  would be much easier. 
 

 - It would be good to have access and be able to work from home 
 

 - I have no idea how much of a difference the faster broadband would make just that it would be  
  significantly better than half a meg! 
 
 - it would help me dounload courier information for my job, watch video clips with information how to do 
  things  and improve online shopping. 
 
 - Easier surfing, and watching. Streaming. Esp bbc 
 
 - Improved communications with friends and family - email, chat and video chat with family in NZ. Our 
  children now more frequently require internet access for schoolwork for which we have to go and visit 
  people to use theirs. We will be able to utilise online banking from home and facilitate internet  
  shopping which again can only be done when visiting friends... I will also then be in a position to work 
  from home rather than communte  into Fort William. 
 
 - Quicker to access internet Would hopefully be able to carryout further education previously unable to 
  do so.  Download films, music and skype Upload pictures and photos. Qicker to access emails 
 
 - It would provide better upload speeds for large image files to clients. Enable upload of large image 
  files to  digital image libraries e.g. Alamy. I would have the ability to archive large amounts of data  
  online. It would  also be of great advantage to have the ability to access Skype. 
 
 - Be able to do some work at home We are both in voluntary roles (mt rescue team), and could do  
  chairman's /training officer role admin from home Be able to keep in contact with family and friends 
  and swop pictures etc Be able to download music 
 
 -  Currently broadband speed is very slow and often stops altogether. In this remote location, the only TV 
  signal  available is via satellite. The provision of a faster internet connection would vastly improve 
  communication  links with the "outside world". It would also enable us to work from home, which  
  cannot be done effectively with the current level of access to the internet. There are often long  
  distances to travel from this rural location in order to purchase necessary goods and services - a  
  reliable internet connection would enable research to be undertaken, saving wasted or inefficient  
  journeys. A faster reliable internet connection would save time, money and make life easier to  
  manage. 
 

 -  I have a holiday house and to try and upload information and pictures onto my web page is near  
  impossible unless I make them very small 
 

 - It would greatly improve both the functioning of our business as well as assisting personal use. I am a 
  self-employed lawyer who needs access to much online material and the ability to send and receive 
  large amounts of documentation as quickly and effectively as possible. In addition, I assist in running 
  the family business and Clan Cameron organisation in the Highlands and also need a fast connection 
  given the diversity of the business and the need for easy and reliable contact with a range of people 
  across the UK and the world. Lastly, we have quite a lot of family use as well as visitors who require a 
  fast connection. 



 

 - As I work at Achnacarry Castle I have to be in contact with many companies on a regular basis and 
  am often left waiting for information to come through. There are so many restrictions on our system 
  that, as a musician, it is almost impossible to download music, videos etc without using our allocation 
  very quickly - faster broadband would definitely improve the situation. 
 

 - It would allow me to increase the scope of my business there by adding remote computer support 
  services for various small businesses from my home location. It would also allow me to conduct  
  meetings from home via  the internet. I feel disadvantaged with the service we have now and would 
  hate to move in order to realise the potential of my business. 
 

 - Would reduce time spent on the internet being able to work faster and get on to other things ! Less 
  frustration Self catering guests happier with better internet connection Able to perform uploads and 
  downloads including videos - not able to at present A faster internet would give us a better mobile 
  phone signal with vodaphone sure signal box. Able to skype and keep in touch with family/guests 
 

 - Improve personal enjoyment of using the internet and reduce frustration. Allow school aged children to 
  better  access the net for study purposes. Improve Community Group communications. Attract more 
  business to the  area, allow home working. 
 

 - It would massively improve it, both for work and homelife. 
 

 - Less stress when trying to use the Internet as it depends on the time of day what the speed is like ie. 
  evenings when everyone is online....very slow 
 

 - It would allow uploading images to the website more quickly and also enable us to use skype for  
  communicating with family. Main advantage is that it would allow me to work from home as the present 
  speed  is not good enough to use remote software or databases. 
 

 - I am an artist, with a website, and a fair proportion of my sales are with people abroad. The very slow 
  rates of upload and download of pictures of my work make for very frustrating working, quite apart 
  from the fact that I pay just as much for my connection as many who experience better speeds. I could 
  engage more with my customers/clients if I could show my work, talk through options, etc. with the use 
  of Skype; at present this is impossible. 2. As I get older, I use the internet more and more for everyday 
  living, online shopping of heavy and cumbersome goods; especially art materials, my entertainment 
  and keeping up contacts with friends, here in UK and abroad. 3. I have a medical condition which  
  requires regular check ups and consultations, if video conferencing were available to me, it would be a 
  much better and cheaper option than long journeys to various hospitals, and I could also be a part of 
  the video conferences which already occur among my health  providers, about my case.. 4, Looking to 
  the longer term, the government is keen for older people to be able to stay in their own homes, rather 
  than taking up valuable resources by having to go into residential care. If I had better contact facilities 
  with the outside world it could enable me to stay as an independent member of my local community for 
  longer. 
 

 - Faster broadband speeds will enable us to access much more online services where the present  
  broadband speed is too slow or just imposible to access. 
 

 - I have an older disabled son living here, whose life revolves around the internet. A faster internet  
  connection would make his life easier as he could then do all the things he wanted to do via the  
  internet. We are also fed  up with the BT connection constantly fluctuating and going off completely at 
  times. We are forever having to phone them to get our internet connection going again. 
 

 - It may make Internet access easier & faster. 
 

 - better skype and ability to watch/catch-up TV on laptop. Share photos 
 

 - At the moment watching videos and tv online on sites such as You tube or BBC iplayer is a frustrating 
  and time-consuming process due to the slow internet connection. So much so that we have now given 
  up on this option which is freely available to the vast majority of people in Scotland. In addition, many 
  companies such as lovefilm which we use for renting movies are switching to streaming and time- 
  limited downloads for films which are not really an option for us- I tried downloading a film in HD  
  recently and it took 12 hours! At the same time it was impossible for my wife to use her laptop for  
  browsing the net due to the ongoing download. We are being left behind by faster internet technology 
  such as fibre-optic cable as our internet providers chase the bigger profits which come from bigger 
  towns and cities. This is manifestly unfair and leaves rural areas such as ours very much in the 'slow-
  lane' I am sure that this will be a factor in the thinking of many people who might be considering  
  moving to the area especially as more people use the internet to work from home and operate online 
  businesses. Another issue is with regard to online educational experiences which we sometimes want 



  to use with our two year old daughter. Many of these require a faster internet connection  than we have 
  at present and I would assume that as technology marches on and we are left waiting for BT to  
  upgrade our broadband, our children will be more and more disadvantaged in comparison to the  
  majority of the population. My final issue is with regard to Skyping. This should an excellent way for us 
  to keep in touch with our relatives who live in Aberdeen and abroad. However we often have issues 
  with losing picture / jerky  and grainy images and losing voice/picture sync. What should be an  
  enjoyable social experience for us all can become an exercise in frustration and disappointment. 
 

 - A faster connection would allow my business to use web based resources such as SAAS efficiently. It 
  would  also secure my data by allowing the use of off-site backup over the internet. Video  
  conferencing is an essential part of modern business life which is crippled by slow broadband. Even 
  uploading promotional video information for the business to our website is tedious at current adsl  
  speeds here. On a personal front, I have children who work in comms industries and would see more 
  of them if they could be sure of being able to work as required during their visits North! 
 

 - It will make using the internet a less frustrating experience ! 
 

 - As a director of a shellfish farming business I purchase equipment from different parts of the world 
  such as New Zealand, Korea, Spain and France. A faster internet connection would make the process 
  of researching products and communicating with suppliers significantly quicker. From a non business 
  perspective at current connection speeds keeping in touch with my daughter, who is in St Andrews 
  University, via Skype is problematic at best. I am unable to watch video such as i player, movies, clips 
  posted on social network sites ect. Even simple things like online shopping can be agonisingly slow! 
 

 - From a business point of view I work from home a lot as part of my role as Marketing Co-ordinator for 
  The Underwater Centre, and as I have responsibility their social media channels and website, a decent 
  internet connection is essential. I'm also about to have a baby so will be working from home even  
  more - this will be a bit difficult without a decent broadband connection. I often have to post videos etc 
  at the weekend but sometimes just can't do it, so would either have to drive round the loch into the 
  office or just not do it at all. In addition, I access the remote server for The Underwater Centre from 
  home. I also run a photography business from home and again, have to upload images to the internet 
  for viewings as well as emailing, and this can take hours of wasted time. From a personal point of  
  view, we live in an extremely rural area and without broadband would be extremely limited in terms of 
  access to things you need to buy but can't get in Fort William, having to drive to Inverness or Glasgow 
  to get (at additional cost.) In addition, the advent of Skype means that we can stay in touch more  
  easily with my partner's eldest daughter who's at University in St. Andrews, or my elderly (silver- 
  surfing!) parents who live in Ayrshire, but the connection makes Skype video calls unreliable. From an 
  entertainment point of view, Blockbusters and places like that have gone under because people are 
  buying movies from Netflix and things like that, but clearly with our current broadband speed that's not 
  an option for us. 
 

 - My partner works from home 2 days a week but the connection to her office is very slow and unreliable 
  due to  the speed. Our kids experience social exclusion as they can't participate in online games with 
  friends or use FaceTime etc to keep in touch with friends and family. We enjoy movies as a family. We 
  are forced to purchase movies rather than rent as the broadband connection is not sufficient to stream. 
  Kids have issues doing there homework on line with Glowscotland as the connection is so slow. Often 
  by the time it has loaded  they are frustrated and distracted to complete the homework assignments 
  effectively. 
 

 - It will allow use of skype for business calls and online meetings. I also rely on online payroll services 
  that can be difficult with such an unreliable connection. 
 

 - Would make it easier to complete online tasks whilst working. Would be nice to use Youtube and  
  Iplayer. 
 

 - It would allow me to actually expand my business, do more marketing, be competitive with others in 
  my field 
 

 - it would be nice to get permenant broadband.Mobile coverage is not always there. Most nights HSPA 
 

 - It would mean a 50% increase in productivity 
 

 - Save time 
 

 - I would like to be able to work more hours from home but slow broadband speeds prevent me from 
  doing this. I also find it frustrating to download videos/youtube. My husband would like to use his  
  "skyGo" to watch live football but is rarely able to do so due to slow broadband. 
 



 - Increased efficiency and possibly an increase in business. 
 

 - Faster internet connectivity would make a significant difference. My work as an artist and as an  
  architect involves sending and receiving large digital image files,many of which are currently unfeasibly 
  slow to download or upload. 
 

 - Liaising with business contacts would be easier, faster and more professional. 
 

 - The speed effects our enquiries, online banking and advertising and often we are unable to answer 
  our booking enquiries at all due to such slow speeds that the internet crashes altogether. Increasingly, 
  we have to do our business in the early morning, 6am, or late evening. Working hours of 9 to 5 are 
  very slow as are out of school hours. 
 

 - It will just mean being able to skype with friends and family , I can do it now but connection keeps  
  buffering so not ideal 
 

 
 

 
 

Q6:  How many people live in your household? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Q7:  Considering that a higher speed broadband will give you 
 the following options, please check the services yourself 
 and/or any member of your family will be most likely to 
 use.  
  

 
   
  Other:  
  - The house is a holiday let, so would benifit the community 
 - HD Video uploads to Vimeo, You Tube etc 
 - Off site backup, Software as a Service 
 - expand my own business 
 - watching movies 



 
Q8:  How likely would you be to use this new service? 

 

 


